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Category:StarCraftQ: using "this" before method body I am calling one method in another method like this: Main() { _theService.doTest(){
println("inside main"); } _theService.updateName() } The _theService.updateName() method calls a method inside another class: Main() {

_theService.doTest(){ def someObjc = "hello"; someObjc.something() } } The problem is I don't know what to do here: _theService.updateName() I am
not using "this" but I'm not sure what to use instead. Basically, I need to call doTest() in my class only once and then call someObjc.something() right
after. Is the above way of calling a method in another class good/bad design? If it is bad, how should I do it? A: I feel like you've got some concepts

confused. the method is a method of someObjc it's called inside doTest() And you're confused because the Java style for not setting a return value for
void methods is to use return. That's expected. If you'd wanted to pass in the value someObjc.something() then you could've done so directly. But the

method you called looks like it was designed to return that value, it's not an updateName() that has been overloaded to change its behavior. The author of
the author of the class designed that method to return someObjc.something() and if that method doesn't do the right thing then it's the author's fault, not
yours. You should explain the purpose of that method a little more clearly to get a better idea of why it's there. A: The code you posted looks correct, so

you
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